Date

Language / Targeted
Audience

Summary of the Disinformation

24.10.2015

HUN

Jimmy Carter, former president of the USA
supports Russian intervention in Syria

28.10.2015

RUS

NATO soldiers in uniforms are scaring away
Russian tourists from Estonia (Tallinn)

HUN

The migration crisis diverts attention from
“American invasion” of the Baltic states and
Poland. The American forces will swarm the
European side of the Russian border.

29.10.2015

31.10.2015

06.11.2015

07.11.2015

Link to the
Disinformation

Disproof

Reported by

http://bit.ly/1X2emKU

Carter said he had offered to provide Russia with
accurate maps of Syria so its pilots could actually
target Islamic State positions in the country—rather
than U.S.-backed opponents of President Bashar alAssad. http://theatln.tc/1Yd46C7

Political Capital Institute

http://bit.ly/1HTnKth

Soldiers from NATO countries are not influencing
normal everyday life in Estonia.

Official from Estonia

http://bit.ly/1Yd4obW

Although new NATO outposts will be or already was
established in Estonia, Latvia, Poland, Romania and
Bulgaria, those will host only a few dozen military
personnel. For the alliance, the new outposts are
Political Capital Institute
meant to establish a NATO presence without violating
its 1997 promise not to permanently station troops on
Russia’s borders. http://on.wsj.com/1OccNa0

http://bit.ly/1X2fxtT

The result of the “poll” cannot be generalized since it
was a “Friday online poll” by Le Figaro, which was not
representative of the French public. For example, by
way of contrast in a survey of 1,103 French people
Political Capital Institute
carried out by pollster BVA, 55 percent said they
would support French action in Syria compared to 64
percent who were against in 2013.
http://reut.rs/1SvGhU6

http://bit.ly/1PKjbIo

Claims that the carefully conducted investigation by
the Dutch Safety Board is inaccurate are refuted by
Anke Schmidt Felzmann, Swedish
the Dutch Safety Board’s own reports – the full report
Institute of International Affairs
of the investigation and related material can be read
here: http://bit.ly/1nRiUCw

HUN

A recent poll carried out by France’s Le Figaro
newspaper has indicated that at least 72 percent
of respondents want Syrian President Bashar
Assad to remain in power.

SWE

The Dutch MH17 investigation is biased, antiRussian and factually inaccurate. (Article in a
series of four parts)

SWE

It is not the border between Norway and Russia
that is problematic for Norway, but the border with
Sweden and Finland. The refugees arriving from
these two countries, in contrast to those arriving
http://bit.ly/1NWq9Kh
from Russia, are not duly registered. Russia is the
law abiding neighbour, whereas the EU member
states’ handling of the refugee flows is “a mess”.

The fact that refugees go just one way – into Norway
but not into Finland – would suggest (according to
Norwegian police and border guards) that the flow is
somehow controlled: http://bit.ly/1LhUv3v
Anke Schmidt Felzmann, Swedish
Finnish media also report that Norway has substantial Institute of International Affairs
problems with the flow of refugees coming from
Russia, and that there are discussions about the need
to stop the flow of refugees from Russia:
http://bit.ly/1Nzt7Qj

A commercial bank in Estonia applied EU sanctions
and froze the assets of Rossija Sevodnja. This legal
case is based on COUNCIL REGULATION (EU) No
269/2014.

07.11.2015

NOR

Estonia is infringing on media freedom with the
ban of Rossiya Sevodnya and that this is not the
first time Estonia is breaking the rules and
preventing Russian media from broadcasting in
Estonia.

http://bit.ly/1j3nq4S

The complaints follow the launch of a new Estonianrun TV channel in Russian on October 16, ETV+
which is to serve as an alternative source of Russian
language news for Russian-speaking Estonians,
thereby competing directly with Russia’s own, statecontrolled TV channels in Estonia:
http://bit.ly/1Yd5a8X

Anke Schmidt Felzmann, Swedish
Institute of International Affairs

Worth noting is that Estonia’s Internal Security
Service KAPO noted already in its report of 2013
http://bit.ly/1HP8uTu and 2014 the problems
associated with Russian state-controlled propaganda
media, and described Rossiya Sevodnya in Estonia as
one part of the Russian influence operations:
http://bit.ly/1HjO2HF

08.11.2015

SWE

“More and more Georgians are governing
Ukraine”, and that this is a problem for Ukraine
because this “Georgian community” in the
Ukrainian leadership is on the Interpol search list
and maintains ties with Chechen terrorists.

http://bit.ly/1MRd6om

1. Carl Bildt has connections to the "Azav
batallion" in Ukraine
08.11.2015

08.11.2015

08.11.2015

SWE

Printed DSM article
2. Vladimir Putin is being “ mobbed” by Swedish (http://www.dsm.nu),
media which is reporting in an unfriendly and
edition 5/2015
unjustified negative manner about the President’s
actions.

German media reports described the opposite, namely
that those Georgians involved in Ukraine’s reform
process are implementing very strict reforms – that
Anke Schmidt Felzmann, Swedish
these changes and reforms are however “not to
Institute of International Affairs
everyone’s liking” is strongly emphasized:
http://bit.ly/20WKrZs
No compelling evidence for these allegations is
provided.
The recently published OSW report about the
Anke Schmidt Felzmann, Swedish
instrumental use of allegations of “russophobia”
Institute of International Affairs
provides an understanding of why these allegations of
a “russophobic attitude” by the Swedish media are
being made: http://bit.ly/1kAeLsg

RUS

David Cameron threatened Putin with more
attacks on Russian civilian airplanes above Egypt,
unless Russia leaves Syria. The fall of Russian
http://bit.ly/1ObCk4b
Airbus was caused by western intelligence
services.

No proof for this.

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)

RUS, UKR

Ukrainian nationalists were never independent,
they had to be guided by the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, by the German fascists, by the Americans.
The people of Ukraine were artificially created, first
by Lenin, then Stalin added a bit, and then
Khruschev - says an expert from Russian Institute
http://bit.ly/1Od5sYV
for Strategic Studies (body established by the
President of Russian Federation to provide
information support to him: http://en.riss.ru/about/).
This expert criticizes Ukrainians for taking part in
the Maidan, and calls for a new Maidan
overthrowing the current government.

For "nationalists" in Ukraine, see http://bit.ly/1ljibfz

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

08.11.2015

CZE

During a daring flight to Yemen, Russia seized two
CIA agents who shot down the Russian aircraft in http://bit.ly/1MMISHt
Egypt

No evidence for this article provided.

Veronika Víchová, European
Values Think-Tank

http://bit.ly/1QqiSnz

In reality, OSCE report did not assign blame in
this incident: http://bit.ly/1MRe5F3. It's apparent
that Zvezda relied solely on representations by
Eduard Basurin, one of the figureheads of the
terrorist "republic" DPR, falsely attributing his
allegations to the OSCE. // http://bit.ly/1MhIb7r

Julia Davis, RussiaLies.com;
Oles Datsko, journalist;
StopFake.org

Estonia is a racist country, where people are
discriminated based on their ethnic and racial
background.

http://bit.ly/1Mxe7T4
(The earlier story:
http://bit.ly/1H4yn1F)

Russian media, including the daily Rossiiskaya
Gazeta, have started a campaign about racism and
discrimination in Estonia. These stories often neglect
the open criticism expressed by Estonian public
officials and media about discrimination.

Official from Estonia

This Week's Trend: Zvezda falsely claims
09.11.2015

RUS, UKR

09.11.2015 (and
a similar story
RUS, EST
earlier)

the OSCE "confirmed" that Ukraine's Armed
forces attacked civilian areas of Donetsk with
MLRS 'Grad'

10.11.2015

RUS, UKR

Ukraine armed ISIL through an American military
base in Turkey.

http://bit.ly/1Nzv13A

No proof for this.

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)

10.11.2015

RUS, UKR

Radical islamizaiton of Ukraine. Why does Kiev
need ISIL fighters?

http://bit.ly/1PvXTj7

Misrepresented official deportation stats provided by
Ukraine's SBU:
http://bit.ly/1SwASdD

Julia Davis, RussiaLies.com

10.11.2015

CZE

David Cameron threatened Putin with more
attacks on Russian civilian airplanes above Egypt,
unless Russia leaves Syria. The fall of Russian
http://bit.ly/1WVHUPH
Airbus was caused by western intelligence
services.

David Cameron merely warned Putin, that the
economic sanctions will be toughened unless Russia
starts implementing the second Minsk agreement.
(http://bit.ly/1ELmBnl)

Veronika Víchová, European
Values Think-Tank

10.11.2015

SWE, NOR

“Serbia received a lower grade from the European
Commission in its progress report because of
http://bit.ly/1MhIIq2;
Serbia’s good relations with Russia and the refusal http://bit.ly/1lro91u
to impose sanctions on Russia”

Evidence from the European Commission can be read Anke Schmidt Felzmann, Swedish
here, see http://bit.ly/1Mx4JCr
Institute of International Affairs

http://bit.ly/1lro91u

In fact, Ukrainian army registered a preparation of
an attack by the separatists:
http://bit.ly/20WMpJm plus: http://bit.ly/1ObDrko;
and in Donetsk, there was Russian forces' military
equipment identified http://bit.ly/1j3oVQo

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist
for Depo.ua, blogger, researcher;
Dmytro Spivak, Dragomanov
University

http://bit.ly/1PKlJGg

Unprovable.

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)

This Week's Trend: Ukrainian army
11.-12.11.2015

RUS, UKR

11.11.2015

RUS

In a direct encounter, Russia will turn USA into
dust.

11.11.2015

RUS

Since the beginning of Russian operation in Syria,
more than one million Syrians came back home.
http://bit.ly/1MRfefR
Russian official also commented that most of the
refugees in Europe are not Syrian.

UNHCR statistics clearly show that the number of
refugees from Syria continues to increase:
http://bit.ly/1jsBiUu UNHCR statistics also show that
most refugees arriving to Europe are in fact fleeing
Syria: http://bit.ly/1W059nR

Julia Davis, RussiaLies.com

11.11.2015

RUS, UKR

Ukrainian soldiers, disappointed in their own army
http://bit.ly/1ONfoeG
and country, joined the "national republics'" forces.

No proof for this claim given.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

prepares an offensive in the Donetsk region,
several separatist leaders said.

11.11.2015

RUS, UKR

This Week's Trend: Americans, the true
governors of Ukraine, are trying to provoke
Russia with military actions in Eastern
Ukraine.

http://bit.ly/1HPdB6g

No proof for military provocation from neither the Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist
Ukrainian, nor the American side.
for Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

11.11.2015

RUS, UKR

Canadian mercenaries joined the Ukrainian army
forces (See video: http://bit.ly/1HVdmkP)

http://bit.ly/1RZ5u7F

Anonymous testimony of a "local resident". No
confirmation of the participation of the Canadian
mercenaries.

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

11.11.2015

RUS, UKR

This Week's Trend: Ukrainian army
bombarded western Donetsk.

http://bit.ly/1QGPYic

Local residents refuse this information:
http://bit.ly/1MRfE5R

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist
for Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

11.11.2015

RUS, UKR

The office of Right Sector in city of Sumy burned
down, local residents want to get rid of this
neighbour.

http://bit.ly/1HVelS2

Right Sector left these offices some time ago:
http://bit.ly/1HTsNKq

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist for
Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

11.11.2015

CZE

US Apache helicopter guards an ISIS convoy of
pick-ups moving through Iraq to Syria. The article
http://bit.ly/1ONfpzf
concludes that either the USA protects the convoy,
or supplies ISIS with its helicopters.

Due to the low resolution of the video attached, there
are no clues that the convoy belongs to ISIS, that it
Veronika Víchová, European
was shot in Iraq, the model of the helicopter cannot be Values Think-Tank
determined, neither it's owner.

11.11.2015

RUS, UKR

Separatist media reported about mass outbreak of http://bit.ly/1ObE6lQ;
meningitis in Stanytsya Luhanska, which is under http://bit.ly/1SwEoVf;
control of Ukraine.
http://bit.ly/1kAhWjL

No evidence for this claim given.

Oles Datsko, journalist

12.11.2015

RUS

Western secret servies, and probably Qatar,
ordered the terrorist attack on Russian Airbus.
They will wait some time and repeat it.

No proof for this claim given.

Andrii Lavreniuk, UKRINFORM’s
Staff Correspondent in Belgium

12.11.2015

RUS

More than 130 American media professionals
worked on biasing information about MH17, says
http://bit.ly/1QqlTnZ
Maria Zakharova from Russian Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.

No evidence for this claim given.

Dmytro Spivak, Dragomanov
University

12.11.2015

RUS

Fascism is openly spread in Ukraine.

http://bit.ly/1SwFuAp

Right wing extremists have minimal support in
Ukraine: http://bit.ly/1CfCl2E

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)

12.11.2015

12.11.2015

http://bit.ly/1NWwlSH

RUS

This Week's Trend: Part of the country
wanted to "stay with Russia". The antiDonbass propaganda is less and less
succesful.

http://bit.ly/1kZtD37

Study conducted by the GfK Ukraine on request
of Stronger Together campaign with support of
the British Embassy shows that majority of the
public in Eastern and Southern Ukraine has
Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
positive attitude towards the EU. The idea of
"Агентство международных
"building Europe in Ukraine" is supported by 77%.
исследований" (АМИ)
Only 13% people in this region wish
rapprochement with Russia (more information
can be provided by
press@strongertogether.org.ua)

SVK

Western politician and army officials are in panic
because of new system of electric jammer that
Russia deployed in Syrian base Latakii. It makes
NATO navigation systems and jets blind and
unable to fly in the area with diameter of over
600km.

http://bit.ly/1Yd8RLY

No proof for this claim given.

Ivana Smoleňová, Prague Security
Studies Institute

RUS, EST

Estonian tax-payers are covering medical costs of
the Ukrainian "effaceurs soldiers" (украинских
http://bit.ly/1SwFXTi
карателей), who have killed women and children.

Estonia has provided medical help and treatement for
Official from Estonia
Ukrainian soldiers.

ENG

This Week's Trend: Right-wing regime
came to power in Kyiv. Along with the fascist
and other extremist vigilantes with which it is
allied, they have gravely extinguished political
http://bit.ly/1X2mpre
rights in Ukraine. Donbas and Crimea are
today governed by elected and representative
governments, though conditions of life remain
harsh in Donbas.

Right wing extremists have minimal support in
Ukraine: http://bit.ly/1CfCl2E; the "peoples
republics" are not recognized by anyone but
Russia and its proxies.

13.-15.11.2015

ENG

22-minute-video devoted to Litvinenko case in the
UK. The film "destroys lies” around the case,
revealing the inconsistencies in the Crown’s
http://bit.ly/1PLIHgr;
investigation. “Independent experts” persuade that http://bit.ly/1RZ77C6
Russia has nothing to do with the case. Also
British media are blamed in anti-Russian hysteria.

For now two Russians Lugovoy and Kovtun are the
main suspects in the case. Russia is refusing to
extradite them to the UK referring to Russian
Promote Ukraine NGO
Constitution. There's no information in European
media about the “inconsistencies” of the investigation:
http://rfi.my/20WPs4a

13.11.2015

RUS, UKR

13.11.2015

ENG

12.11.2015

12.11.2015

13.11.2015

RUS, UKR

Promote Ukraine NGO

http://bit.ly/1X2n3VA

In fact, provocations from pro-Russian separatists
Dmytro Spivak, Dragomanov
were registered in the Donbass region
University
http://uacrisis.org/presshttp://uacrisis.org/press

Please see the disproof
column

http://bit.ly/1MRhHa4

East StratCom

This Week's Trend: Ukrainian army shelled http://bit.ly/1j3rhPq

No evidence for this. On the other hand,
aggression was reported from the side of the
separatists. http://bit.ly/1ONfyme;
http://bit.ly/20WQ6P7; http://bit.ly/1MxhR75;
http://bit.ly/1MhKVBP

Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist
for Depo.ua, blogger, researcher

This Week's Trend: Putin suspects the
USA of wanting to provoke a war in Donbass.
Russian media using a fake foto of the tragedy in
Paris.

civilians in Orlovka.

13.11.2015

CZE

Germany and EU want to legalize pedophilia

http://bit.ly/1X2nKy5

Article is inspired by other web articles that date back
to 2009. The list of materials available for teaching
Veronika Víchová, European
sex education by Federal Centre for Health Education
Values Think-Tank
is to be find here (http://bit.ly/1STGIGM) and it does
not include mentioned publication.

14.11.2015

RUS

USA is sponsoring ISIS and funded terrorist
attacks on Paris "to teach Europe a lesson in
obedience".

http://bit.ly/1WVMPjE

No proof for this accusation given.

14.11.2015

RUS, UKR

http://bit.ly/1j4R0Hg

In fact, provocations from pro-Russian separatists
Oleksandr Nykonorov, journalist
were registered in the Donbass region
for Depo.ua, blogger, researcher
http://uacrisis.org/presshttp://uacrisis.org/press

14.11.2015

ENG

This Week's Trend: Ukraine provokes a
conflict in the separatist territory.

This Week's Trend: The civil war was
unleashed by Kyiv government and brought to
http://bit.ly/20WQFsg
the Donbas homeland precisely because
Euromaidan Kyiv could not tolerate dissenting
opinion there.

The article ignores Russia's military presence in
Ukraine.

Julia Davis, RussiaLies.com

Promote Ukraine NGO

14.11.2015

RUS, UKR

Ukrainian engineers made a mistake constructing
AN-178 plane, they have to fly with ballast.

http://bit.ly/1lrr4al;
http://bit.ly/1N6NLNq

Made up story: http://bit.ly/1H4Byqc

Igor Solovey, journalist, expert of
"Агентство международных
исследований" (АМИ)
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